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Abstract Semantic legal metadata provides information that helps with understanding and
interpreting legal provisions. Such metadata is therefore important for the systematic analy-
sis of legal requirements. However, manually enhancing a large legal corpus with semantic
metadata is prohibitively expensive. Our work is motivated by two observations: (1) the ex-
isting requirements engineering (RE) literature does not provide a harmonized view on the
semantic metadata types that are useful for legal requirements analysis; (2) automated sup-
port for the extraction of semantic legal metadata is scarce, and it does not exploit the full
potential of artificial intelligence technologies, notably natural language processing (NLP)
and machine learning (ML). Our objective is to take steps toward overcoming these limita-
tions. To do so, we review and reconcile the semantic legal metadata types proposed in the
RE literature. Subsequently, we devise an automated extraction approach for the identified
metadata types using NLP and ML. We evaluate our approach through two case studies over
the Luxembourgish legislation. Our results indicate a high accuracy in the generation of
metadata annotations. In particular, in the two case studies, we were able to obtain precision
scores of 97,2% and 82,4%, and recall scores of 94,9% and 92,4%.

Keywords Legal Requirements · Semantic Legal Metadata · Natural Language Processing
(NLP)

1 Introduction

Legal metadata provides explicit conceptual knowledge about the content of legal texts. The
requirements engineering (RE) community has long been interested in legal metadata as
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a way to systematize the process of identifying and elaborating legal compliance require-
ments (Breaux and Antón, 2008; Massey et al., 2010; Zeni et al., 2015). The relevant liter-
ature identified several facets of legal metadata: administrative metadata keeps track of the
lifecycle of a legal text, e.g., the text’s creation date, its authors, its effective date, and its
history of amendments; provenance metadata maintains information about the origins of a
legal text, e.g., the parliamentary discussions preceding the ratification of a legislative text;
usage metadata links legal provisions to their applications in case law, jurisprudence, and
doctrine; structural metadata captures the hierarchical organization of a legal text (or legal
corpus); finally, semantic metadata captures fine-grained information about the meaning and
interpretation of legal provisions, e.g., modalities (obligation, prohibition and permission),
actors, conditions, exceptions, and violations.

Among the above, structural and semantic metadata have received the most attention
in RE. Structural metadata is used mainly for establishing traceability to legal provisions,
and for performing tasks such as requirements change impact analysis (Gordon and Breaux,
2012; Sannier et al., 2017) and prioritization (Massey et al., 2010; Massey, 2012). Semantic
metadata is a prerequisite for the systematic derivation of compliance requirements (Breaux
and Antón, 2008; Breaux, 2009; Siena et al., 2009; Bhatia et al., 2016a) and for transitioning
from legal texts to formal specifications (Maxwell and Antón, 2010) or models (Zeni et al.,
2015; Siena et al., 2009; Zeni et al., 2016).

In this article, we concern ourselves with semantic legal metadata. In Fig. 1, we ex-
emplify such metadata over three illustrative legal statements. These statements come from
the traffic laws for Luxembourg, and have been translated into English from their original
language, French. Statement 1 concerns the management of public roads by the munici-
palities. Statement 2 concerns penalties for violating the inspection processes for vehicles.
Statement 3 concerns the interactions between the magistrates in relation to ongoing pros-
ecutions on traffic offenses. In these examples, we provide metadata annotations only for
the phrases within the statements (phrase-level metadata). Some of these phrase-level an-
notations, however, can also induce annotations at the level of statements (statement-level
metadata): for example, the “may” modality in Statements 1 and 3 makes these statements
permissions, and the modal verb “shall” in Statement 2, combined with the presence of a
sanction, makes the statement a penalty statement. The metadata types illustrated in Fig. 1
will be further explained in Section 3.

The example statements in Fig. 1 entail legal requirements for various governmental
IT systems, including road and critical infrastructure management systems, as well as case
processing applications used by the law enforcement agencies and the courts. In this regard,
the metadata annotations in Fig. 1 provide useful information to requirements analysts: as
we argue more precisely in Section 2, the RE literature identifies several use cases for se-
mantic legal metadata in the elicitation and elaboration of legal requirements. For instance,
the annotations of Statement 1 may help with finding the conditions under which a road
restriction can be put in place. The annotations of Statement 2 may lead the analyst to define
a compliance rule composed of an antecedent (i.e., absence of an agreement), an action (i.e.,
performing vehicle inspections) and a consequence (i.e., a range of sanctions). Finally, the
annotations of Statement 3 provide cues about the stakeholders who may need to be inter-
viewed during requirements elicitation (agents and auxiliary parties), as well as the way in
which these stakeholders should interact, potentially using IT systems.

Our work in this article is motivated by two observed limitations in the state-of-the-art
on semantic legal metadata, discussed below.
1) Lack of a harmonized view of semantic legal metadata for RE. While the RE commu-
nity acknowledges the importance of semantic legal metadata, there is no consensus on the
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1. Within the limits and according to the provisions stated in this article, 

the municipal authorities may, in whole or in part, temporarily or 

permanently, regulate or prohibit traffic on the public roads of the 

territory of the municipality, provided that these municipal regulations 

concern the traffic on the municipal roads as well as on the national 

roads situated inside the municipality's agglomerations.

condition reference

agent modality constraint timeconstraint

action location

action / location (cont.) condition

location location

condition / location (cont.)

condition (cont.)

constraint / time (cont.)

reference

2. One who performs vehicle inspections without being in possession of 

the agreement specified in paragraph 1 shall be punished with an 

imprisonment of eight days to three years and a fine of 251 to 25,000€, 

or one of these penalties only.

target condition

referencecondition (cont.) modality

sanction

sanction

artifact

action  (cont.)

action

sanction

action (cont.)

situation

time time artifact

sanctionagent

condition auxiliary party target condition

violation reference

condition / violation (cont.) location

modality

violation

3. The investigating judge may pronounce the prohibition of driving at 

the request of the public prosecutor against a person sued for an 

offense under this Act or for an offense or a crime associated with one 

or more contraventions of the traffic regulations on any public road.

action

condition (cont.)

reference

Fig. 1: Examples of Semantic Legal Metadata Annotations

metadata types that are beneficial for legal requirements analysis. Different work strands
propose different metadata types (Breaux, 2009; Zeni et al., 2015; Maxwell and Antón,
2010; Kiyavitskaya et al., 2008; Siena et al., 2012), but no strand completely covers the
others.
2) Lack of coverage of recent advances in NLP and ML. If done manually, enhancing a
large corpus of legal texts with semantic metadata is extremely laborious. Recently, increas-
ing effort has been put into automating this task using natural language processing (NLP).
Notable initiatives aimed at providing automation for metadata extraction are GaiusT (Zeni
et al., 2015) and NomosT (Zeni et al., 2016). These initiatives do not handle the broader
set of metadata types proposed in the RE literature, e.g., locations (Breaux, 2009), ob-
jects (Massey et al., 2010), and situations (Siena et al., 2012). Besides, they rely primarily
on simple NLP techniques, e.g., tokenization, named-entity recognition, and part-of-speech
(POS) tagging. Although these techniques have the advantage of being less prone to mis-
takes, they cannot provide detailed insights into the complex semantics of legal provisions.

With recent developments in NLP, the robustness of advanced NLP techniques, notably
constituency and dependency parsing, has considerably improved (Hirschberg and Manning,
2015). This raises the prospect that these more advanced techniques may now be accurate
enough for a deep automated analysis of legal texts. Dependency parsing is important for
correctly identifying constituents whose roles are influenced by linguistic dependencies.
For instance, in Statement 3 of Fig. 1, the roles of the “(sued) person”, the “investigating
judge” and the “public prosecutor” can be derived from such dependencies. Constituency
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parsing is instead important for delineating phrases out of simpler nouns or chunks in a
statement. For instance, in Statement 1 of Fig. 1, annotating “the national roads situated
inside the municipality’s agglomerations” as one segment requires the ability to recognize
this segment as a compound noun phrase. Without a parse tree, one cannot readily mark this
segment in its entirety.

In addition, machine learning (ML) provides a potentially useful mechanism for distin-
guishing metadata types that NLP-based rules cannot handle with sufficient accuracy. For
instance, in Statement 3 of Fig. 1, the “investigating judge”, the “public prosecutor” and the
“sued person” hold three closely related stakeholder roles, differentiated by whether they are
acting, are a third party or are the target of the action described in the statement. Articulating
explicit rules for distinguishing such metadata types proved very difficult. This prompted us
to investigate whether ML can be employed for telling apart such metadata types.

In this article, we take a step toward addressing the two limitations outlined above by de-
veloping a framework for automated semantic legal metadata extraction. We start by review-
ing and reconciling several existing metadata classifications in order to devise a conceptual
model of semantic metadata types pertinent to legal requirements analysis. This model de-
fines six metadata types for legal statements and 18 metadata types for the phrases contained
therein. Next, we perform a qualitative study over 200 legal statements from the traffic laws
of Luxembourg in order to define rules that can automatically detect the metadata contained
in legal statements. This qualitative study results in a set of NLP-based rules for automated
extraction of semantic legal metadata, covering the majority of the phrase-level metadata
types and the statement-level metadata types of the conceptual model. These rules are com-
plemented by using ML classification techniques in order to further distinguish stakehold-
ers’ roles in the statements. In our evaluation, we analyze 350 differents statements from six
different legislative domains in order to assess the accuracy of our metadata extraction rules.

This article is an extension of a previous conference paper (Sleimi et al., 2018) published
at the 26th IEEE International Requirements Engineering Conference (RE 2018). The main
extensions in this article are:

1. A detailed description of the conceptual model of semantic metadata types pertinent to
legal requirements analysis, presented in our previous work. More precisely, we detail
the reconciliation work that we have performed over the concepts retrieved from the
literature in order to build our conceptual model, and present a glossary of the metadata
types in our conceptual model.

2. The extension of our initial set of extraction rules to increase the coverage of our con-
ceptual model.

3. An extended description of the technical aspects of our approach.
4. A deeper evaluation of our initial case study concerning the extraction of semantic meta-

data from the traffic laws in Luxembourg.
5. New empirical evidence for the accuracy of our approach through a second case study

including 200 additional statements randomly selected from five other legislative do-
mains (commerce, environment, health, labour, and penal codes). This investigation is a
stepping stone toward assessing the generalizability of our approach.

Overview and Structure. Fig. 2 summarizes our approach. In the figure, the activities and
artifacts in white were already presented in our previous work (Sleimi et al., 2018), whereas
those in grey are novel or extended. Section 2 presents the literature on the elicitation of
relevant legal concepts. Section 3 discusses the mapping of the concepts from the literature
to each other in order to reconcile the corresponding semantics, and presents a conceptual
model of legal concepts based on the mapping. Section 4 introduces a qualitative study
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Fig. 2: Approach Overview

aimed at validating the metadata types of the conceptual model by observing their occur-
rence in the legal statements. An additional objective of this qualitative study is to determine
cues that could help in automating the extraction of the metadata types. Section 5 addresses
the elaboration of extraction rules for the legal concepts in our conceptual model using a
combination of NLP and ML. Section 6 describes the implementation of the extraction rules
into a tool for semantic legal metadata extraction. Section 7 empirically assesses, through
two case studies, the accuracy of our extraction rules. Section 8 discusses threats to validity,
and Section 9 concludes the article.

2 Background and Related Work

We begin with background information on deontic logic and the Hohfeldian system. These
serve as the foundations for most work in the area of legal analysis. Subsequently, we discuss
the related work on semantic legal metadata. Finally, we position our technical approach by
explaining how constituency and dependency parsing have been used previously in RE.

2.1 Preliminaries

When trying to interpret and analyze the semantics of the law, most existing research is
rooted in either deontic logic (Horty, 2001) or in the Hohfeldian system of legal con-
cepts (Hohfeld, 1917). Deontic logic distinguishes “what is permitted” (permission) from
“what ought to be done” (obligation) and what is “not permitted” (prohibition).

The Hohfeldian system (Hohfeld, 1917) distinguishes eight terms for legal positions:
right, privilege, power, immunity, duty, no-right, liability, and disability. Each term in the
Hohfeldian system is paired with one opposite and one correlative term. Hohfeldian oppo-
sites contradict each other. For example, the opposite of privilege is duty: the permission to
park in a given zone is the opposite of the prohibition to park in the same zone. Hohfeldian
correlatives instead entail each other. For example, the right of a party entails that there is
another party (a counter-party) who has a correlative duty: a driver has the right to know
why their vehicle has been stopped by the police, which entails a correlative duty for the
police to explain the reason for stopping the vehicle.
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2.2 Semantic Metadata in Legal Requirements

Deontic logic and the Hohfeldian system introduce a number of important legal concepts.
Several strands of work leverage these concepts for the elicitation and specification of legal
requirements, and for the definition of compliance rules. Below, we outline these strands
and their underlying legal concepts. Examples for many of the legal concepts can be found
in Fig. 1. However, we note that not all publications provide precise definitions for the
concepts they use. Furthermore, the provided definitions for certain concepts vary across
different publications. Consequently, while Fig. 1 is useful for illustrating existing work,
the definitions used by others may not be fully aligned with ours. Our definitions for the
concepts in Fig. 1 are based on the conceptual model that we propose in Section 3.
Early foundations. Two of the earliest research strands in RE on extracting information
from legal texts (Giorgini et al., 2005; Breaux et al., 2006) target the elicitation of rights
and permissions following the principles of deontic logic. The work by Breaux et al. pro-
vides also a proof-of-concept of how structured information may be extracted from legal
texts. Extending the generic Cerno information extraction framework (Kiyavitskaya et al.,
2006), another work by the same authors (Kiyavitskaya et al., 2008) develops automation
for the approach of Breaux et al.; the automation addresses rights, obligations, exceptions,
constraints, cross-references, actors, policies, events, dates, and information.

The above strands lay the groundwork for two different branches of research on legal
requirements. The first branch is oriented around goal modeling, and the second around
formal rules specified in either restricted natural language or logical form.
Goal-based legal requirements. The initial work of Kiyavitskaya et al. with Cerno was en-
hanced by the GaiusT tool (Zeni et al., 2015). GaiusT pursues the explicit objective of
identifying metadata in legal texts and using this metadata for building goal-based represen-
tations of legal requirements. GaiusT is centered around the concepts of: (1) actors who have
goals, responsibilities and capabilities; (2) prescribed behaviors according to the concepts
of right, obligation, and their respective opposites; (3) resources, specialized into assets and
information; (4) actions that describe what is taking place; (5) constraints, either exceptions
or temporal conditions, which affect the actors, prescribed behaviors or resources. GaiusT
further addresses structural legal metadata, which are not covered here.

In tandem with GaiusT, the different versions of the Nomos framework (Siena et al.,
2009; Zeni et al., 2016; Siena et al., 2012; Ingolfo et al., 2014) provide a complementary
perspective toward metadata extraction with a more pronounced alignment with goal mod-
els. Nomos models are built around five core concepts: role (the holder or beneficiary of a
provision), norm (either duty or right), situation (describing the past, actual or future state
of the world), and association (describing how a provision affects a given situation). Zeni
et al. propose NomosT (Zeni et al., 2016) to automate the extraction of Nomos concepts
using GaiusT. While still grounded in Nomos’ original concepts, NomosT reuses several
other concepts from GaiusT, including actor, resource, condition, and exception.

The strands of work presented above follow the principles of deontic logic. Another
strand of work on goal-based analysis of legal requirements is LegalGRL (Ghanavati et al.,
2014; Ghanavati, 2013) which, in contrast to the above, follows the Hohfeldian system. The
main legal concepts in LegalGRL are: subject, modality (based on Hohfeld’s classifications
of legal positions), verb, action, cross-reference, precondition, and exception. LegalGRL
does not yet have automated support for metadata extraction.
Formal legal requirements. Following up on their earlier work (Breaux et al., 2006) and
motivated by deriving compliance requirements, Breaux et al. propose an upper ontology
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for formalizing “frames” in legal provisions (Breaux, 2009; Breaux and Antón, 2008). This
ontology has two tiers. The first tier describes statement-level (sentence-level) concepts: per-
mission, obligation, refrainment, exclusion, fact, and definition. The second tier describes
the concepts related to the constituent phrases in legal statements (phrase-level concepts). In
this second tier, actions are used as containers for the following concepts: subject, act, ob-
ject, purpose, instrument and location. For actions that are transactions, one or more targets
need to be specified. Breaux et al. further consider modalities, conditions and exceptions at
the level of phrases.

Maxwell and Antón propose a classification of semantic concepts for building formal
representations of legal provisions (Maxwell and Antón, 2010). These representations are
meant to guide analysts through requirements elicitation. At the level of statements, the
classification envisages the concepts of right, permission obligation and definition. At phrase
level, the concepts of interest are the actors involved in a provision and the preconditions
that apply to the provision.

Massey et al. develop an approach for mapping the terminology of a legal text onto that
of a requirements specification (Massey, 2012; Massey et al., 2010). The goal here is to
assess how well legal concerns are addressed within a requirements specification. Massey
et al. reuse the concepts of right, obligation, refrainment and definition from Breaux et al.’s
upper ontology, while adding prioritization. At phrase level, the approach uses actor, data
object, action and cross-reference.

2.3 Semantic Metadata in Legal Knowledge Representation

There is considerable research in the legal knowledge representation community on for-
malizing legal knowledge (Boella et al., 2016). Several ontologies have been developed for
different dimensions of legal concepts (Peters et al., 2007; Sartor et al., 2013). Our goal
here is not to give a thorough exposition of these ontologies, because our focus is on the
metadata types (discussed in Section 2.2) for which clear use cases exist in the RE commu-
nity. Nonetheless, an overall understanding of the major initiatives in the legal knowledge
representation community is important for our purposes, for two reasons. First, these ini-
tiatives serve as a confirmatory measure to ensure that we define our metadata types at the
right level of abstraction. Second, by considering these initiatives, we are able to create a
mapping between the metadata types used in RE and those used in these initiatives, which
is a helpful step toward bridging the gap between the two communities.

We consider two major initiatives, LKIF (Hoekstra et al., 2007; Breuker et al., 2006;
Boer et al., 2007) and LegalRuleML (Athan et al., 2013; Lam et al., 2016), which are ar-
guably the largest attempts to date at harmonizing legal concepts.

LKIF is a rule-modeling language for a wide spectrum of legal texts, ranging from legis-
lation to court decisions. LKIF’s core ontology includes over 200 classes. At statement level,
LKIF supports the following deontic concepts: right, permission, obligation, and prohibi-
tion. At phrase level, LKIF’s most pertinent concepts are: actor, object, event, time, location,
trade, transaction, and delegation (further specialized into mandate and assignment). LKIF
further provides concepts for the antecedent and consequent of events.

LegalRuleML (Athan et al., 2013; Lam et al., 2016) – a successor of LKIF – tailors the
generic RuleML language (RuleML, 2015) for the legal domain. LegalRuleML classifies
statements into facts and norms. Norms are further specialized into constitutive statements
(definitions), prescriptive statements, and penalty statements. The modality of a prescriptive
statement is expressed using one of the following concepts: right, permission, obligation,
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or prohibition. Penalty statements have embedded into them the concepts of violation and
reparation. LegalRuleML introduces the following additional concepts directly at phrase
level: participant, event, time, location, jurisdiction, artifact, and compliance (opposite of
violation). The participants may be designated as agents, bearers or third parties, who may
have roles and be part of an authority.

All the above-mentioned concepts from LKIF and LegalRuleML have correspondences
in the RE literature on legal requirements, reviewed in Section 2.2. In Section 3 we reconcile
all the RE-related legal concepts found in the literature, in an attempt to provide a unified
model of legal metadata for RE.

2.4 Machine Learning and Natural Language Processing in RE

Constituency and Dependency Parsing. As mentioned before, the main NLP techniques
that we employ for enabling metadata extraction are constituency and dependency parsing.
In recent years, these – and other – advanced NLP techniques have generated a lot of trac-
tion in RE. Examples of problems to which these techniques have been applied are: template
conformance checking (Arora et al., 2015), model extraction (Lucassen et al., 2017), feature
extraction (Quirchmayr et al., 2018), and ambiguity and defect detection (Elrakaiby et al.,
2017; Rosadini et al., 2017). In relation to legal requirements, other strands of work (Bhatia
et al., 2016a,b; Evans et al., 2017) apply constituency and dependency parsing for analyzing
privacy policies. Even though these approaches provide useful inspiration, our objective is
different. These strands of work focus on detecting ambiguities in privacy policies via the
construction of domain-specific lexicons and ontologies. Our work, in contrast, addresses
the extraction of metadata for facilitating the identification and specification of legal re-
quirements, thus aligning best with the GaiusT and NomosT initiatives discussed earlier.
What distinguishes our work from these initiatives is the wider coverage of metadata types
and the use of NLP techniques to increase accuracy in identifying the spans for metadata
annotations.
POS-tagging. Part-of-Speech (POS) tagging (Hirschberg and Manning, 2015) is the pro-
cess of assigning part-of-speech tags (e.g., noun, verb, propositional phrase) to the different
words in a sentence. The process is done following rule-based algorithms or stochastic tech-
niques. In this work, we use a lexical resource in French called Lefff to automatically assign
POS tags for the different tokens in a provision.
Tree pattern matching. Pattern matching is the process of verifying and locating the oc-
currence of a sequence of tokens, which follows a specified pattern, in a larger sequence.
For tree pattern matching, we use Tregex (Levy and Andrew, 2006) which validates and re-
trieves the sequences of trees or sub-trees that follow a specified pattern of POS tags within
a parse tree of a sentence. Tregex is based on the inner-tree relationships among the different
constituents of the parse tree.
Named Entity Recognition. Named Entity Recognition (NER) (Hirschberg and Manning,
2015) is the process of locating and classifying the different named entities present in an
input sentence into a pre-established set of categories. In this work, an named entity can
be a person, organization, or place. This technique can be performed following rule-based
classification of entities or stochastic techniques (i.e., techniques based on the statistical
probability of a token being an entity from one of the pre-established categories).
10-fold cross validation. 10-fold cross validation is the process of randomly dividing the
dataset into 10 subdatasets. Nine of these subdatasets are used for ML training resulting
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in predictions that are eventually evaluated against the 10th subdataset. This process is re-
peated 10 times until the ML technique has been evaluated against all 10 subdatasets. This
evaluation technique is widely used within the ML community to decrease the effects of
over-fitting the model to the training set. We note that the overall evaluation of the ML tech-
nique in our work occurred against a new set of actors, as presented in the evaluation section
for both case studies.
ML techniques for classification. Classification (James et al., 2014) is the process of assign-
ing a category (a class) for a given data point. Classification has been a focus of the machine
learning community since the inception of the field. Over the years, several techniques in-
volving both statistical algorithms and symbolic rules have been proposed as supervised
learning approaches, and incrementally enhanced. In our work, we focus on four techniques
used for classification: Naive Bayes classifiers, Decision Trees, Random Forests, and Sup-
port Vector Machines. A Naive Bayes classifier is a probabilistic algorithm based on Bayes’s
theorem. Decision Trees partition the feature space for optimal decision making. Random
Forest is a technique relying on a set of diverse decision trees. Support Vector Machine
(SVM) is a technique to classify data inputs in a high-dimensional space through a hyper
plane that divides the training dataset into the categories of classification.

3 A Model of Semantic Legal Metadata

In this section, we present the mapping of the concepts elicited in Section 2. This mapping
constitutes the basis for the elaboration of our conceptual model for legal concepts.

The main challenge in reconciling the above proposals is that they introduce distinct
but overlapping concepts. We present our mapping of legal concepts in Table 1. For the
elaboration of the mapping, we consider the concepts elicited in the related work (columns
of the table), analyze their definition (when provided) and compare them to the definitions
contained in other work, in an attempt to reconcile the concepts and the terminology.

In the table, concepts in bold and shaded green have a definition that is close to our own
related concept. For instance, the concepts of exception, right, obligation and definition are
shared and are similar across most of the examined work.

Concepts in italic and shaded orange are related to the concepts in our own taxonomy,
but the alignment between the concepts is weaker than for the ones in bold and shaded green.
This is largely due to variations in the granularity level adopted across the examined work.
For instance, while one can find notions for actors in most of the work, the granularity at
which they are described, i.e., their role, varies from one strand of work to another. It varies
from an explicit list of roles in Breaux et al.’s upper ontology (Breaux and Antón, 2008),
to the simple notions of role in Nomos (Siena et al., 2012) and of actor in Cerno (Kiyav-
itskaya et al., 2006) and GaiusT (Zeni et al., 2015), and to the fine-grained taxonomy in
LKIF (Hoekstra et al., 2007). Another example are obligations and prohibitions, which in
Nomos (Siena et al., 2012) are represented by the single concept of norm (duty).

Empty cells correspond to concepts that are not described in a given work, or whose
abstraction is too far from our interpretation. For instance, only few strands of work are
concerned with definition, violation, penalty or sanction.

In the first column, there are concepts (highlighted in red) that correspond to concepts
in the literature that we initially characterized but eventually decided not to retain. The
rationale for these decisions is discussed during the elaboration of our conceptual model.

Our conceptual model for semantic legal metadata is presented in Fig. 3. It leverages
the mapping that we have performed and described in the previous Section. The dashed
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Table 1: Mapping of the Various Legal Concepts Elicited in Selected Work from the Literature
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boundaries in the figure distinguish statement-level and phrase-level metadata types. Our
conceptual model brings together existing proposals from the literature (Breaux and Antón,
2008; Maxwell and Antón, 2010; Siena et al., 2012; Massey et al., 2010; Ghanavati et al.,
2014; Zeni et al., 2015). The model derives the vast majority of its concepts (83,3% or
20/24) from Breaux et al.’s upper ontology (Breaux and Antón, 2008) and GaiusT (Zeni
et al., 2015).

Our model includes six concrete concepts at statement level. Aside from penalty, all
statement-level concepts are from Breaux et al.’s upper ontology (Breaux and Antón, 2008).
Penalty comes from LKIF (Hoekstra et al., 2007): we found this concept to be a necessary
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Fig. 3: Conceptual Model for Semantic Legal Metadata Relevant to RE

designation for statements containing sanctions. The model envisages 18 concrete concepts
for phrases, most of which are illustrated in the statements of Fig. 1. We propose a defini-
tion for each of these concepts in Table 2 and we further discuss them below, starting with
statement-level concepts.

Fact is something that is known or proved to be true and comes from Breaux et al.’s up-
per ontology (Breaux and Antón, 2008). This is in line with the classifications from Legal-
RuleML (Athan et al., 2013) and LKIF (Hoekstra et al., 2007).

Definition is a legal provision that defines the meaning of a concept. We adopted this
statement-level concept from Breaux et al.’s upper ontology (Breaux and Antón, 2008) as
we found it in other classifications (Massey et al., 2010; Maxwell and Antón, 2010) as
well. This is also aligned with the concept of constitutive statement that is present in the
Knowledge Representation community (Grossi et al., 2008).

Obligation, Permission and Prohibition are three modal statement-level concepts that
can be found across the legal literature at different granularity levels, as we previously de-
scribed in Section 2. Traditionally, these statements are related to the use of modal verbs. For
example, in permission statements such as Statements 1 and 3 in Fig. 1, the “may” modality
induces the statement-level concept permission. However, in French, modal verbs are not
always used for stating obligations or prohibitions, and other cues are needed. For example,
the statement “the police officer notifies the driver ...” describes an implicit obligation for
the police officer to perform an action.
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Table 2: Glossary for Our Legal Concepts
Concept Definition
Action the process of doing something
Actor an entity that has the capability to act
Agent an entity that is the main actor performing the action
Artifact a human-made object involved in an action
Auxiliary Party an actor that in some way participates in an action but is neither the agent nor the target
Condition a constraint stating the properties that must be met 
Definition a legal provision defining the meaning of concepts
Constraint a restriction placed on the applicability of a legal provision
Exception a constraint indicating that a legal provision takes precedence over another legal provision
Fact something that is known or proved to be true
Location a place where an action is performed
Modality a verb indicating the modality of the action (e.g may, must, shall)
Obligation a provision imposing mandatory action to be performed by an agent
Penalty a provision indicating the result of breaking an obligation or prohibition
Permission a provision indicating the possibility to perform an action without an obligation or a prohibition
Prohibition a provision forbidding an action to happen or take place
Reason the rationale for an action
Reference a mention of other legal provision(s) or legal text(s) affecting the current provision
Result the outcome of an action
Sanction a punishment imposed in a penalty 
Statement a (well-formed) sentence within a legal text
Situation a description of something that has happened or can happen
Target an entity that is directly affected by an action
Time the moment or duration associated with the occurence of an action
Violation a condition that indicates explicit criteria for non-compliance (denial of a provision)

Finally, we adopted the statement-level concept penalty from the Knowledge Repre-
sentation community. A penalty statement is a provision that imposes sanctions in case of
non-compliance. Statement 2 in Fig. 1 provides an example of a penalty statement.

We now continue the presentation of our conceptual model with phrase-level concepts.
Agent is an actor performing an action, whereas target is an actor affected by the action

stated in the provision. A third form of actor is auxiliary party, which is neither an agent
nor a target, but rather an intermediary. Examples of agents and targets are provided in
Statements 1 and 2, respectively. An example of co-occurrence of all three actor types is
provided in Statement 3.

The concept of artifact captures human-made objects (physical or virtual). An example
is “the agreement” in Statement 2.

The concept of situation describes a state of affairs, similarly to Nomos (Siena et al.,
2012). A situation may be a result, and a result may in turn be classified as a sanction. An
example is “the prohibition of driving” in Statement 3.

The description of “what is happening” is considered as a norm in Nomos (Siena et al.,
2012), an action in GaiusT (Zeni et al., 2015), an act in Breaux et al.’s upper ontology (Breaux
and Antón, 2008), and a clause in LegalGRL (Ghanavati et al., 2014). In our model, we fol-
low GaiusT’s terminology thus adopting the term action. As illustrated by our statements
in Fig. 1, an action can be associated to a modality (often expressed via a modal verb) and
to constraints. Constraints may be further classified as exceptions or conditions. Conditions
may in turn be classified as violations, when they describe the circumstances under which
the underlying statements are breached (violated). Statement 2 provides an example of viola-
tion. Violations, alongside sanctions discussed earlier, provide information that is necessary
for inferring the consequences of non-compliance.
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We capture the purpose of a statement using the concept of reason (not illustrated in
Fig. 1). This concept corresponds to purpose in Breaux et al.’s upper ontology, to goal in
GaiusT, and to reason in LegalRuleML. Finally, a statement may contain information in the
form of references, times and locations. These concepts are all illustrated in the statements
of Fig. 1.

As a final remark, we note that not all the concepts discussed in Section 2 have been
retained in our model. The decision not to retain was made when we deemed that a concept
could be expressed using other concepts, or when the concept could not be directly captured
as metadata. For example, compliance results from the satisfaction of one or more condi-
tions; delegation is a particular type of action involving an auxiliary party; exclusion is an
implicit type, difficult to infer without additional reasoning.

4 Qualitative Analysis of legal Concepts

In this section, we report on the qualitative study aimed at defining extraction rules for
semantic legal metadata.
Study context and data selection. We conducted our study in collaboration with Luxem-
bourg’s Central Legislative Service (Service Central de Législation, hereafter SCL). SCL’s
main mandate is the publication and dissemination of national legal texts. SCL already em-
ploys a range of semantic web technologies for legal text processing, and has considerable
prior experience with legal metadata. In recent years, SCL has been investigating the use of
legal metadata for two main purposes:

1. Assisting IT engineers in identifying legal provisions that are likely to imply software
requirements (Section 1 describes several use cases of semantic legal metadata for re-
quirements analysts).

2. Providing an online service that enables lay individuals and professionals alike to inter-
actively query the law, e.g., ask questions such as: “What would be the consequences of
driving too fast on a road with a speed limit of 30 km/h?”.

Our work is motivated by the former use case.
Our study focuses on the traffic laws for Luxembourg. They consist of 74 separate legal

texts, including state-level legislation, regulations, orders and jurisprudence. Collectively,
the texts are 1075 pages long and contain ≈12000 statements. The oldest (and main) text is
from 1955 and the most recent from 2016.

The choice of traffic laws was motivated by two factors. First, due to these laws be-
ing intuitive and widely known, SCL found them convenient for showing the benefits of
legal metadata to decision makers in Luxembourg. Second, the provisions in traffic laws
are interesting from an RE perspective, due to their broad implications for the IT systems
used by the law enforcement agencies, the courts, and the public infrastructure management
departments.

Our study is based on 200 randomly selected statements from the traffic laws. As it is the
case with most legal texts, the source texts in our study contain statements with enumerations
and lists embedded in them. To treat these statements appropriately, we took the common
legal text preprocessing measure of merging the beginning of a statement with its individual
list items to form complete, independent sentences (Dell’Orletta et al., 2012).
Analysis procedure. Our analysis procedure follows protocol coding (Saldaña, 2015), a
method for collecting qualitative data according to a pre-established theory, i.e., a set of
codes. In our study, the codes are the phrase-level concepts of the model of Fig. 3. The first
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author, who is a native French speaker and expert in NLP, analyzed the 200 selected state-
ments from the traffic laws, and annotated the phrases of these statements. Throughout the
process, difficult or ambiguous situations were discussed between the authors (including a
legal expert) and decisions were made based on consensus.

To assess the overall reliability of the coding, the second author – also a native French
speaker, with background in NLP and regulatory compliance – independently annotated
10% of the selected statements, prior to any discussion among the authors. Inter-annotator
agreement was then computed using Cohen’s κ (Cohen, 1960). Agreement was reported
when both annotators assigned the same metadata type to the same span of text. Other situ-
ations counted as disagreements. We obtained κ = 0.824, indicating “almost perfect agree-
ment” (Landis and Koch, 1977).
Coding results. The coding process did not prompt the use of any concepts beyond what was
already present in the conceptual model of Fig. 3. In other words, we found the concepts of
the model to be adequately expressive.

Table 3 presents overall statistics about the studied statements by indicating the occur-
rences of each type of statement-level and phrase-level concept. In the majority of cases, we
were able to assign a unique annotation to a given phrase. However, we noted that in some
cases different interpretations of the same phrase would result in different annotations. The
last column of the table provides information about such phrases. For instance, we annotated
73 phrases with the unique concept of artifact; in addition, we annotated seven phrases as
both artifact and sanction, five phrases as both artifact and situation, and so on. We note
that phrases are hierarchical and nested: consequently, nested annotations are prevalent, as
illustrated by the statements in Fig. 1. What we show in the last column of Table 3 excludes
nesting, i.e., it covers only phrases where more than one annotation is attached to exactly
the same span. An example phrase is “temporarily or permanently” found in Statement 1 of
Fig. 1: here two annotations, namely constraint and time, have been attached to the same
span.

In total, we identified 1339 phrases in the 200 selected statements. Of these phrases,
1299 (≈ 97%) have a single annotation, and the remaining 40 (≈ 3%) have two annotations
(no case was observed, where more than two annotations were possible).

With regard to the coverage of statement-level concepts, we observed at least nine oc-
currences of each concept, except for facts, for which we have none. In the Luxembourgish
legislation, facts mostly concern generic assertions of little value to RE, such as the details
of the publication in the official gazette or the contents of the preamble of the legislative
act. However, case law is likely to contain more instances of fact, providing a deeper under-
standing of the law and its interpretation; the concept is thus important for RE, as described
by Breaux et al.’s upper ontology (Breaux and Antón, 2008).

With regard to the coverage of the phrase-level concepts, we have at least 20 occurrences
for each concept, with two exceptions: constraint has only five occurrences, and result has
none. Despite our study not having identified any occurrences of result, the concept is still
to be considered as important. Feedback from legal experts indicated in fact that there is a
gap between situation and sanction. Consider for instance the following example statement
(from outside our qualitative study): “If the defect is fixed, the car is not subject to a new
inspection.” Here, “the defect is fixed” is a regular situation appearing as part of a condition.
What follows, i.e, “the car is not subject to a new vehicle inspection” is the consequence
of the first situation; however, this consequence is not a sanction. Result is thus a general
notion for consequences that are not sanctions.

As for constraints that are unclassifiable as any of the specializations of constraint in
the model of Fig. 3, consider the following statement: “Drivers of transport units [...] must
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Table 3: Metadata Annotations Resulting from Qualitative Study

Concept
Unique,

Classification,
Multiple,Classifications,

Definition 9
Fact 0
Obligation 120
Penalty 20
Permission 36
Prohibition 15
Subtotal 200

Action= 187
Agent= 42
Artifact= 73 +7=sanctions,=+5=situations,=+3=times,=+1=violation=
Auxiliary=Party= 34
Condition= 230 +18=times,=+1=violation=
Constraint= 5 +1=time=
Exception= 22
Location= 52
Modality= 68
Reason= 21
Reference= 111
Result= 0
Sanction= 91 +7=artifacts=
Situation= 162 +5=artifacts,=+2=times,=+2=violations=
Target= 73
Time= 90 +3=artifacts,=+18=conditions,=+1=constraint,=+2=situations=
Violation= 38 +1=artifact,=+1=condition,=+2=situations=
Subtotal 1299 40

observe, with respect to the vehicles ahead of them, a distance of at least 50 meters [...].” The
italicized segment in this statement restricts the interpretation of distance. This constraint,
however, qualifies neither as a condition nor as an exception.

We next describe the extraction rules that we derived from our qualitative study. We do
not derive extraction rules for result and constraint, since the study did not yield a sufficient
number of occurrences for these two concepts.

5 Automating the Extraction of Legal Semantic Metadata

In this section, we present the extraction rules that we have derived based on the outcomes
of the qualitative study described in the previous section. We start by presenting the rules
for phrase-level metadata in Section 5.1, followed by the rules for statement-level metadata
in Section 5.2, noting that the rules for statement-level metadata make use of phrase-level
metadata. Finally, we present an extension of the NLP rules for classifying the specializa-
tions of actor, namely agent, target and auxiliary party. With regard to these, we observed
that distinguishing them is highly context-dependent, and we were not able to derive rules
that were simple enough and yet accurate. We therefore devised an alternative strategy for
this particular classification using ML. We describe this strategy in Section 5.3.
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Table 4: NLP-based Rules for Extracting Semantic Legal Metadata

Concept
Action •(VP(with(modality,(condition,(exception(and(reason(annotations(removed

•(subject(dependency(and(NP(<((actor(marker)
•(object(dependency(and(passive(voice(and(PP(<(P($((NP(<((actor(marker))
•(object(dependency(and(active(voice(and((NP((<((actor(marker)
•(NP(<(((artifact(marker)(

•(Srel(<<((condition(marker) •(Ssub(<((condition(marker)
•(PP(<<((condition(marker)
•(NP(<((VPinf((!<<((exception(marker)(&(!<<((reason(marker))
•(NP(<((VPart((!<<((exception(marker)(&(!<<((reason(marker))
•(Srel(<<((exception(marker) •(Ssub(<<((exception(marker)
•(NP(<((VPart(<<((exception(marker)) •(PP(<<((exception(marker)
•(NP(<<((P(<((exception(marker)($(VPinf()

Location •(NP(<((location(marker)
Modality •(VN(<((modality(marker)

•(Srel(<<((reason(marker) •(Ssub(<<((reason(marker)
•(PP(<<((reason(marker) •(NP(<((VPart(<<((reason(marker))
•(NP(<<((P(<((reason(marker)($(VPinf()

Sanction •(NP(<((sanction(marker)
Situation •(NP(<((situation(marker)
Time •(NP(<((time(marker) •(PP(<((P(<((time(marker))($(NP
Violation •(NP(<((violation(marker)

Rule(s)

Condition

Artifact
•(NP(!<<(((violation(marker)(|((!<<((time(marker)(|((!<<((situation(marker)((|(!<<(
(sanction(marker)(|((!<<((reference(marker)(|((!<<((location(marker)(|((
!<<((actor(marker)

Actor

Exception

Reason

NP:(noun(phrase,(PP:0prepositional(phrase,(Srel:(relative(clause,(Ssub:0subordinate(clause,(
VN:0nominal(verb,((VP:0verb(phrase,(VPinf:(infinitive(clause,(Vpart:(VP(starting(with(a(gerund

5.1 Phrase-level Metadata Extraction Rules.

Table 4 presents the extraction rules that we derived by analyzing the 1339 manual an-
notations in our study. The rules were iteratively refined to maximize accuracy over these
annotations. Our rules cover 12 out of the 18 phrase-level concepts in the model of Fig. 3.
The concepts that are not covered are: result, constraint (both due to the scarce observations,
as noted above), the three specializations of actor, and (cross-)reference.

With regard to reference, we made a conscious choice not to cover it in our extraction
rules. Legal cross-references are well covered in the RE literature, with detailed semantic
classifications already available (Maxwell et al., 2012; Sannier et al., 2016), and so is the
automated extraction of cross-reference metadata (Sannier et al., 2017, 2016).

In Table 4, the element highlighted in blue in each rule is the target of annotation for
that rule. All rules use constituency parsing, except the rules for actor, which use both
constituency and dependency parsing. Aside from the rules for action and actor, all the rules
are expressed entirely in Tregex (Levy and Andrew, 2006), a widely used pattern matching
language for (constituency) parse trees. The rule for action annotates every verb phrase
(VP), excluding from the span of the annotation any embedded segments of type modality,
condition, exception, and reason. Note that, to work properly, the rule for action has to be
run after those for the four aforementioned concepts.
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Fig. 4: Simplified Parse Tree for an Excerpt of Statement 1 from Fig. 1

We do not provide a thorough description of Tregex which is already well-documented
(Levy and Andrew, 2006). Below, we illustrate some of our rules to facilitate understanding
and to discuss some important technicalities of the rules in general.

Consider Statement 1 in Fig. 1. A simplified parse tree for an excerpt of this statement
is shown in Fig. 4. The condition annotation in this statement is extracted by the following
Tregex rule: PP<< (condition marker). This rule matches any prepositional phrase (PP) that
contains a condition marker (in our example, the term “limit”). Initial sets of markers for
all the concepts in Table 4, including conditions, were derived from our qualitative study on
the 200 annotated statements from traffic laws. With these initial sets in hand, we followed
different strategies for different concepts in order to make their respective sets of markers
as complete as possible. We present these strategies next. Table 5 illustrates the markers for
different concepts. We note that the terms in Table 5 are translations of the original markers
in French. We also note that, for simplicity, the table provides a single set of markers per
concept. In practice, different rules for extracting the same concept use different subsets
of markers. For instance, “who” and “whose” are treated as concept markers in the first
condition rule in Table 4 (Srel<< (condition marker)), but not in the other four rules.

We observed that actor and situation have broad scopes, thus leading to large sets of
potential markers. To identify the markers for these concepts in a way that would generalize
beyond our study context, we systematically enumerated the possibilities found in a dictio-
nary. More precisely, we analysed all the entries in Wiktionary (Wiki, 2004). Any entry clas-
sified as a noun and with a definition containing “act”, “action”, or “process” (or variations
thereof) counts as a marker for situation. For instance, consider the term “inspection”, de-
fined by Wiktionary as “The act of examining something, often closely”. With “inspection”
included in the situation markers, the rule for situation in Table 4, NP< (situation marker)

would mark the noun phrase “vehicle inspections” in Statement 2 of Fig. 1 as a situation.
In a similar way, any Wiktionary entry classified as a noun and with a definition con-

taining “person”, “organization”, or “body” (or variations thereof) counts as a marker for
actor. For example, “authority” is an actor marker since Wiktionary defines it as “A body
that enforces law and order [...].” As shown by the rules in Table 4, the mere presence
of an actor marker does not necessarily induce an actor annotation: the candidate phrase
must also appear in a subject or object dependency as defined by the rules. To illustrate,
let us again consider Statement 1 of Fig. 1. A simplified dependency graph for an excerpt
of this statement is provided in Fig. 5. Here, the actor annotation is extracted by the rule:
subject dependency and NP< (actor marker). This rule classifies a noun phrase as an actor if
the noun phrase contains an actor marker and if it has a subject dependency (nsubj) to the
main (root) verb within the statement.

For artifacts, we need the ability to identify human-made objects. It is possible to de-
velop generalizable automation for this purpose in the English language, with support from
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Table 5: Markers for Different Metadata Types
Concept

Fact
Definition
Penalty
Permission
Obligation
Prohibition

Actor*
Artifact§
Condition†
Exception†
Location‡
Modality†
Reason†
Sanction†
Situation*
Time†
Violation† offence,'crime,'misdemeanor,'civil'wrong,'infraction,'transgression,'…

*FTheFmarkersFareFnotFgenericFbutFareFautomaticallyFderivableFfromFaFsimpleFdictionary.
§FTheFmarkersFareFnotFgenericFbutFcanFbeFderivedFautomaticallyFifFanFontologyFlikeF
WordNet'sFwithFanFexplicitFclassificationFofFobjectsF(humanPmadeFandFnatural)FisFavailable.
†FTheFmarkersFareFmostlyFgenericFandFexpectedFtoFsaturateFquickly.
‡FTheFmarkersFareFinFpartFdomainPspecific.FDomainPspecificFmarkersFneedFtoFbeFspecifiedF
byFsubjectPmatterFexpertsForFbeFderivedFfromFanFexistingFdomainFmodelF(ontology).

may,'must,'shall,'can,'need'to,'is'authorized'to,'is'prohibited'from,'...
in'order'to,'for'the'purpose'of,'so'as'to,'so'that,'in'the'interest'of,'in'view'of,'…
punishment,'jail'sentence,'imprisonment,'prison'term,''fine,'…
renewal,'inspection,'parking,'registration,'deliberation,'…
before,'after,'temporary,'permanent,'period,'day,'year,'month,'date,'...

physician,'expert,'company,'judge,'prosecutor,'driver,'officer,'inspector,'…
document,'agreement,'certificate,'licence,'permit,'warrant,'pass,'…
if,'in'case'of,'provided'that,'in'the'context'of,'limit,'who,'whose,'which'…
with'the'exception'of','except'for,'derogation,'apart'from,'other'than,'…
site,'place,'street,'intersection,'pedestrian'crossing,'railway'track

Examples.of.Markers.(Non5exhaustive)

include,'exist,'comprise,'consist,'designate,'…
is'comdemned,'is'punished,'is'punishable,'pronounces,'is'liable,'…
may,'can,'is'permitted,'is'authorized,'…
shall,'must,'is'obliged,'is'compelled,'is'required,'…
can'not,'is'forbidden,'is'prohibited,'is'illegal,'is'not'authorized,'…

… the municipal authorities may…regulate or prohibit traffic…

det
amod

nsubj
aux

Root

dobj

actor modality

Fig. 5: Simplified Dependency Graph for an Excerpt of Statement 1

ontologies such as WordNet (Princeton University, 2010), providing a classification of ob-
jects. In place of such an ontology for French, we derived an initial set of markers from the
200 statements in our qualitative study. We then enhanced these markers by inspecting their
synonyms in a thesaurus, and retaining what we found relevant. In addition, we implemented
a heuristic (the second rule under artifact in Table 4) which classifies as artifact any noun
phrase that is otherwise unclassifiable.

For conditions, exceptions, modalities, reasons, sanctions, times, and violations, the
markers were derived from our study and later augmented with simple variations suggested
by legal experts. As one can see from Table 5, noting the nature of the markers for these
seven concepts, the number of possibilities is limited. While our qualitative study did not
necessarily capture all the possibilities, we anticipate that the list of markers for these con-
cepts will saturate quickly if enriched further.
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Table 6: Rules for Extracting Statement-Level Semantic Legal Metadata

Statement'Concept Rule Priority
Fact Statement)<)(Fact)Marker) 6
Definition Statement)<)(Definition)Marker) 5

Penalty
Statement)<)(sanction))OR)Statement)<)(violation))
OR)Statement)<)(Penalty)Marker) 1

Permission Statement)<)(modality)<)(Permission)Marker)) 2
Obligation Statement)<)(modality)<)(Obligation)Marker)) 3
Prohibition Statement)<)(modality)<)(Prohibition)Marker)) 4

Finally, and with regard to the markers for location, we followed the same process as
described above for artifacts, i.e., we derived an initial set of markers from the qualitative
study and enhanced the results using a thesaurus. The resulting markers for location contain
a combination of generic and domain-specific terms. For example, “site” and “place” are
likely to generalize to legal texts other than traffic laws. In contrast, designating a “railway
track” as a location is specific to traffic laws. The markers for location will therefore need
to be tailored to the specific legal domains.

5.2 Statement-level Metadata Extraction Rules

Table 6 presents the rules that we have developed for classifying the statements as facts, def-
initions, obligations, penalties, permissions or prohibitions. The third column indicates the
order in which the rules are applied. This ordering is meant at avoiding additional incorrect
statement classifications when several rules apply to the same statement.

As we already explained in Section 3, it is quite common to rely on modal verbs like
“shall” or “may” to determine the actual deontic nature of a legal statement (Breaux et al.,
2006; Zeni et al., 2015; Ghanavati et al., 2014). Therefore, the classification of the three
metadata types obligation, permission and prohibition is highly related to the phrase-level
metadata modality. Since the use of modal verbs is not systematic in French, other cues
or markers (see Table 5) are required, notably the interpretation of the main verb of the
statement and the implicit modality it implies.

For penalty, we mainly rely on the presence of the metadata types sanction and violation.
There also exist markers that directly indicate a penalty (see Table 5). For instance, cues such
as “punishable” – and its synonyms – are good indicators.

For the remaining two metadata types, namely fact and definition, we found no obvious
markers and therefore the classification relies on the interpretation of the main verb of the
statement. From the initial observations, we initiated two lists of markers (one for fact and
one for definition). These lists are limited to the markers found in the qualitative study and
their synonyms, and are therefore not exhaustive. We expect the list to saturate quickly over
a limited set of qualitative studies on legal acts. For example, a main verb such as “include”
can be a good indicator for a definition.

In addition to the rules, we also devised a prioritization among the different statement-
level concepts. Indeed, penalty statements may also have a modal verb such as “may” or
“shall”, but the presence of a sanction and a penalty cue plays a decisive role in classifying
the statement as a penalty. Therefore, penalty has a higher priority than obligation, permis-
sion, and prohibition. An example of such prioritization being triggered for a penalty can be
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found in Statement 2 of Fig. 1. Finally, if none of the previous rules apply, we attempt to
trigger the rules for definition and fact.

During the qualitative study, we observed that obligations are the most common state-
ments in legal texts. Often (especially in French), the modal verb for expressing obligations
is left implicit and therefore cannot be detected by NLP parsers. For this reason we took a
design decision to classify by default as obligation all the declarative statements that do not
contain any cue or marker previously discussed.

5.3 Actor’s Role Extraction using Machine Learning

The rules we presented earlier do not account for the roles (subtypes) of actor, namely agent,
target or auxiliary party. When analyzing a statement, a human annotator is able to further
classify actors into its subtypes, thanks to their knowledge of the language and their ability
to consider various semantic characteristics of sentences as well as the phrases in the prox-
imity of the actors themselves. Translating such knowledge into intuitive rules, similar to
those described above, is possible only for simple and straightforward statements. However,
the task becomes challenging when facing the subtleties and complexity of legal language.
Nevertheless, an ML algorithm can learn the logic applied by the experts by extracting, from
a set of examples, a combination of linguistic elements that a “simple” NLP extraction rule
would fail to capture. A good candidate to determine these three actor roles is semantic role
labeling (SRL) (Gildea and Jurafsky, 2000). SRL aims at automatically finding the semantic
role for each argument of each predicate in a sentence. However, the intrinsic limitation of
SRL is that it is built to work on relatively simple sentences (Jurafsky and Martin, 2000), and
is thus not adapted to long and complex sentences such as those that can be found in legal
texts. A second limitation is that the labeling of the inferred roles is based on the analysis of
the main verb and provides specific semantic roles (e.g., the agent for the main verb “buy”
is labelled “buyer”), whereas our conceptual model revolves around three general concepts
(agent, target, auxiliary party). Besides, semantic role labelling frameworks for French such
as Verbenet (Pradet et al., 2014) are not likely to yield accurate results for legal texts. Given
the arguments above, building an ML-based classifier is a natural course of action. We also
want to investigate if we can encapsulate the actor’s role extraction into a set of features that
an ML technique could combine to yield correct classifications.
Feature selection. To train our classifiers, we rely on 31 features, grouped under three cat-
egories. These features are shown in Table 7 and described below. They are derived from
the linguistic characteristics of the sentence as well as from phrase- and statement-level
annotations.
Sentence-level features. This set of five features provides information about the statement
itself. The first feature is the (active or passive) voice of the main verb of the statement,
which has influence over the identification of the semantic subject(s) and object(s) of the
statement. The second feature concerns another aspect of the main verb of the statement,
namely its transitivity. A verb can be transitive, intransitive or both. This information is
extracted from an open source dictionary for French (the French version of Wiktionary)
and gives information about the subject and potential object. The third feature returns the
modal verb if the statement contains one. A modal verb can be categorized as a marker
for permission, obligation or prohibition. The list of modal verbs was manually constructed
from the ground truth, and validated by legal experts. An example of such list for obligations
is available in Annex A. This feature returns an enumeration of the modal verbs found in the
statement, or NULL if the statement does not contain any. The fourth feature is the number
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Table 7: Classification Features
Feature Group Feature Description

active voice indicates the voice of the statement (passive (false) or 
active(true))

transitivity of the main verb indicates the transitivity of the main verb as determined from 
Wiktionary {'transitive'; 'intransitive'; 'both'}

modal verb returns the modal verb if retrieved from a modal verb list, 'null' 
otherwise

number of actors number of actors in the statement
position of the actor position of the actor in the list of actors

Annotation Container indicatesthe annotation that contains the Actor annotation, 'null' 
otherwise

Preceding Annotation indicates the annotation that precedes the actor annotation
Following Annotation indicates the annotation that follows the actor annotation
Preceeding POS tag POS tag that preceedes the actor annotation
distance to the main verb distance in terms of annotations to the main verb
dependency chain dependency chain from the actor  to the main verb

SUJ number of instances of the dependency subject in the 
dependency chain

OBJ
number of instances of the dependency direct object in the 
dependency chain

ATS number of instances of the dependency predicative complement 
of a subject in the dependency chain

ATO number of instances of the dependency predicative complement 
of a direct object in the dependency chain

MOD
number of instances of the dependency modifier or adjunt in the 
dependency chain

A-OBJ number of instances of the dependency indirect complement 
introduced by à in the dependency chain

DE-OBJ number of instances of the dependency indirect complement 
introduced by de in the dependency chain

P-OBJ number of instances of the dependency indirect complement 
introduced by another preposition in the dependency chain

DET
number of instances of the dependency determiner in the 
dependency chain

DEP number of instances of the dependency in the dependency chain

PONCT number of instances of the dependency punctuation in the 
dependency chain

ROOT number of instances of the dependency root in the dependency 
chain

DEPCOORD
number of instances of the dependency coordination in the 
dependency chain

COORD
number of instances of the dependency coordination in the 
dependency chain

AUXPASS
number of instances of the dependency passive auxiliary in the 
dependency chain

AUXCAUS number of instances of the dependency causative auxiliary in the 
dependency chain

AUXTPS number of instances of the dependency tense auxiliary in the 
dependency chain

AFF number of instances of the dependency affix in the dependency 
chain

ARG number of instances of the dependency argument in the 
dependency chain

MODREL number of instances of the dependency relative modifier in the 
dependency chain

Sentence 
information

Actor 
Annotation 

Neighborhood

Main Verb 
Relationship
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of actors in the statement. This information is used in combination with the fifth feature,
which identifies the actor that is analyzed in the remainder of the features by indicating
its position within the list provided by the fourth feature. When combined with the other
features, this indication can provide insights over the role of the actor under analysis.

Actor’s Neighborhood features. This set of four features categorizes the neighborhood re-
lations of the actor to be classified. The first feature specifies if the actor is contained within
another phrase-level annotation. This feature is based on the results of our qualitative study,
which showed that agents are usually not contained in other metadata types, while targets
are usually contained within the action, and auxiliary parties are easily recognizable if found
inside a condition, exception, reason or reference. The second and third features concern
the preceding and following phrase-level annotations, respectively. Our qualitative study
showed in fact that an empty actor neighbourhood would hint to an agent classification. The
fourth feature specifies the type of the preceding POS tag in the sentence (e.g., a preposi-
tion). This makes it possible to exclude the classification as agent of actors that are preceded
by a proposition.

Main-verb Relationship features. This set of 22 features categorizes the relationship be-
tween the actor to be classified and the main verb of the legal statement. The first feature is
the distance, in terms of number of annotations, between the actor to be classified and the
main verb of the statement. For a legal statement, the main verb is recognized through depen-
dency parsing, as previously explained. The next feature is the dependency chain connecting
the actor to the main verb, expressed using the information from the dependency graph. This
results in an ordered list of dependency types. The remaining 20 features concern the num-
ber of instances of a given dependency type in the dependency chain. These dependencies
are those that are relevant and that we can extract through the dependency parser. They are
similar to the dependencies used, for instance, for Verbenet (Pradet et al., 2014), but adapted
to our own parser (the implementation details are elaborated in Section 6).

The presence or absence of a given dependency type and its number of occurrences in
the dependency chain, in combination with other features from the actor’s neighborhood,
can direct the classifier to classify the actor as agent, target, or auxiliary party. For exam-
ple, the presence of a subject dependency in the dependency chain attached to the actor
annotation, in addition to an active voice from the sentence level features, is likely to trig-
ger the classification of the actor in question as agent. On the other hand, the presence of a
multitude of dependency types with a high number of occurrences of modifiers and object
dependencies might lead to assigning the role auxiliary party to the actor.

Dataset. A key consideration in ML-based classification is the size of the dataset that is
needed for training a classifier. In addition to the initial 200 statements of our qualitative
study, which contained 149 actors (including 42 agents, 34 auxiliary parties, and 73 targets –
see Table 3), we annotated 503 additional statements in order to obtain an enhanced dataset
of 1000 actors. This enhanced dataset is composed of 183 agents, 481 targets, and 336
auxiliary parties.

Training. We use our dataset to train three classifiers to classify actors as agent, target,
and auxiliary party, respectively. We use WEKA, which is an open source platform for data
mining activities (Frank et al., 2016). We employ ten-fold cross validation over our dataset
to evaluate prediction performance of our classifiers. We evaluate several classification algo-
rithms including Naive Bayes classifier, Decision Trees, Random Forest, and Support Vector
Machine (SVM). In order to effectively identify the most suitable ML algorithm and opti-
mize the hyper-parameter settings, we run Auto-WEKA (Thornton et al., 2013), a tool to
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automatically select the optimal classification algorithm among those implemented in the
WEKA package using Bayesian optimization.

Overall, Naive Bayes did not yield accurate predictions. This was expected, since Naive
Bayes treats features as independent, whereas our features are strongly interconnected. Sim-
ilarly, Decision Trees did not perform well in our classification task. SVM is not suited for
a mix of numerical and categorical features, as it is the case in our dataset. Random Forest
(RF) returned actor classifications of a much higher quality than the other ML techniques
evaluated by Auto-WEKA. Overall, the ten-fold cross-validation of the RF classifiers led to
accuracy results, i.e., the ability to correctly classify annotations as being or not of a given
type, of 90,2% for the agent classifier, 79,0% for the target classifier and 78,3% for the
auxiliary party classifier, respectively.

As mentioned in the feature selection part above, we use automatically extracted se-
mantic metadata for the classification of actors. The features were validated prior to training
the ML model, but, because our extraction of semantic metadata is not perfect, subsequent
actor classification might inherit these imperfections. This is likely to affect the quality of
the classification of actors when these features are not validated beforehand, with results
inferior to those obtained during the validation of our ML model.
Making the final classification decision. In our approach, each actor annotation in a state-
ment is submitted for classification over the three classifiers. The final classification decision
algorithm is described in Fig. 6. Essentially, our final classification decision favors the high-
est confidence score, with some additional heuristics being applied:

1. the classifier will favor agent if its confidence score for agent is high;
2. a direct classification is made if the best score is already high and there is a sufficient

difference between the best and second best classification scores;
3. when having to choose between target and auxiliary party, if the difference between the

two scores is small, then the classifier will not make a decision (“cannot classify”).

Our heuristics are based on the accuracy measured during the initial cross-validation
step, which makes us confident about the classifier for agent, but less so about the classifiers
for target and auxiliary party. These two roles are in fact often ambiguous and therefore hard
to distinguish. For instance, in statement 3 of Fig. 1, the roles of the public prosecutor and
the sued person are not straightforward to establish.

6 Tool Support

Implementation. Our metadata extraction rules are implemented using Tregex (Levy and
Andrew, 2006) and Java. These rules utilize the outputs of the classic NLP pipeline for syn-
tactic analysis. The pipeline described in Fig. 7 has the following modules: Tokenizer, Sen-
tence Splitter, POS Tagger, Named-entity Recognizer, and (Constituency and Dependency)
Parser.

The Tokenizer module takes sentences and gives back an ordered sequence of tokens
(word, numbers, delimiters and symbols). The Sentence Splitter module takes the sequence
of tokens and outputs a list of sentences in the form of a subset of the initial sequence of
tokens. The POS Tagger module takes a sentence in the list and gives back a part-of-speech
(POS) tag for each token. The Named-entity Recognizer module takes the sequence of to-
kens with their respective POS tags, and detects the named entities (proper nouns, dates
and measurements). The Constituency and Dependency Parser modules take a sequence of
tokens with their respective POS tags and named entities (if available), and output a parse
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Alg. 1: Generate an actor classification

Inputs: 

(1) an actor_annotation to be classified,
(2) SA is the score returned from the agent classifier;
(3) ST is the score returned from the target classifier;
(4) SAux is the score returned from the auxiliary party classifier;
(5) an acceptance threshold T1 for SA;
(6) an acceptance threshold T2 for SA when SA is not the maximum confidence 
score among the three scores;
(7) an acceptance threshold T3 for uncertainty when we cannot make a 
classification decision; 

Output: a classification of the actor annotation 

function GenerateClassification.
if Agent_Acceptance then return ”Agent” .
else if Uncertainty_Condition then return ”Cannot_Classify”
else if Target_Acceptance then return ”Target”.
else return ”Auxiliary_Party”
end function

function Agent_Acceptance // generates a Boolean to decide if the actor 
annotation should be classified as an agent.
return (SA>T1 or SA==S1 or (SA==S2 and (S1−S2<T2))).
end function

function Target_Acceptance //generates a Boolean to decide if the actor 
annotation should be classified as a target.
return ST == S1.
end function

function Uncertainty_Condition // generates a Boolean to decide if the actor 
annotation can not be classified among the three classes
return S1 − S2 < T3
end function 

function S1 // returns the best confidence score among the three classification 
models.

function S2 // returns the second-best confidence score among the three 
classification models.  

Fig. 6: Final Classification Decision Algorithm

tree and a dependency graph, respectively. The pattern matcher takes the parse tree and the
dependency graph, and extracts the parts that match the pre-defined NLP rules in Table 4.
These matched parts of the parse tree and the dependency graph are filtered through heuris-
tics to ensure correct handling of nested annotations. All these steps are entirely automated.

Alternative implementations exist for each of these modules. We instantiate the pipeline
using a combination of module implementations which we found to be the most accurate
for the language of the legal texts in our context, namely French. For the lexical analysis
modules, we use standard libraries from Python for the Tokenizer and the Sentence Splitter.
With regard to POS Tagging, we use a language-specific framework called Lefff (Sagot,
2010), while we base our Named-Entity Recognition on our specific sets of markers. For
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Fig. 7: Tool support

constituency and dependency parsing we use the Berkeley Parser (Petrov et al., 2006) and
the Malt Parser (Nivre et al., 2007) respectively.
Design heuristics. The heuristics that we have developed (such as wrapping together anno-
tations of the same type that are next to each other, or prioritizing classifications) are related
to strategies for avoiding the over-generation of annotations.

The first heuristic is related to the presence of two overlapping annotations of the same
type. For example, consider the annotation “the director of the grand-ducal police”. In this
example, we have two actor markers, one for “the director” and one for “the grand-ducal
police”. Instead of generating two annotations (“the director of the grand-ducal police” and
“the grand-ducal police”), we only consider the one with the longest span, since it identifies
more accurately the entity that plays a role in the statement.

The second heuristic is similar to the previous one. It is related to the presence of an-
notations of different types, where one contains the other. Annotations can contain other
annotations, (e.g., a condition annotation can include an actor annotation). However, an-
notations contained in references do not make sense for the statement analysis. Take for
example the “Directive 2014/65/EU of the European Commission...”. In this case, “the Eu-
ropean Commission” should not be annotated as an actor, since it is not related to the action
expressed in the statement. We discard annotations of type actor, time, location, artifact and
condition when they are contained within a reference annotation.

The third heuristic is related to hierarchically-ordered annotations spanning the same
content. For instance, the annotation “an imprisonment” is annotated as both a situation and
a sanction. However, following our previously described conceptual model, sanction is a
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kind of situation. In these cases, we discard the annotation of the most generic type (in this
example, situation).

The last heuristic is related to ambiguity. For instance, let us consider the marker “court
of justice”: it can mean either the authority (actor) delivering the judicial decision, or the
location where such decision is taken. While a human is able to infer the correct meaning
from the general context, automating this task is very difficult since in many cases the sen-
tence does not provide any linguistic cue to help with the disambiguation. Consequently, we
decided to assign the ambiguous marker to both metadata types. Although this decreases the
overall precision, this marker at least restricts the choice to two metadata types instead of
leaving all the 18 classification possibilities open for that particular phrase.

7 Empirical Evaluation

In this section, we measure the accuracy of our extraction rules through two case studies.

7.1 Research Questions

Our evaluation is targeted at answering the following research questions (RQ):
RQ1. How accurately can our approach extract semantic legal metadata when it is em-
ployed in the same domain as our qualitative study? This RQ aims at evaluating the com-
pleteness of our extraction rules, markers, and classification techniques, for the extraction
of both statement-level and phrase-level metadata when applied to statements in our initial
analysis domain, i.e., the traffic laws.
RQ2. How accurately can our approach extract semantic legal metadata when it is em-
ployed outside the domain where we conducted our qualitative study? This RQ is an at-
tempt toward evaluating the generalizability of our approach by applying it to different do-
mains within the Luxembourgish legislation.

7.2 Case Studies Description

To answer our research questions, we have set up two different case studies that we describe
below.
Case study 1 (CS1). The objective of this case study is to measure the accuracy of the
extraction rules of Table 4 against a ground truth. To build the ground truth, we manually
annotated 150 randomly selected legal statements from the traffic laws, in addition to the
200 statements previously annotated for our qualitative study of Section 5. We followed the
same protocol coding process as described in our qualitative study. The construction of the
ground truth took place strictly after the conclusion of our qualitative study. Specifically, our
extraction rules (including the concept markers) were already finalized and frozen at the time
when we selected and analyzed the 150 statements. The ground truth was constructed in two
rounds. In the first round, we annotated 100 statements and performed a complete round of
evaluation, following the same procedure that we explain below. Our analysis of the results
in the first round did not lead to new extraction rules, but prompted marginal improvements
to the concept markers for condition, time, and location (see Table 5). Following the first
evaluation round, we annotated another 50 statements and measured the accuracy of our
improved solution over them. We obtained accuracy levels similar to those of the first round.
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This provides confidence that our extraction rules and markers have saturated. We report the
evaluation results for the 100+50=150 statements combined. To avoid biased conclusions,
the reported results use the baseline set of concept markers, i.e., the same set with which the
first evaluation round was performed.

The first author annotated the 150 statements used in the evaluation, and the second au-
thor independently annotated 10% of these statements to examine reliability. We obtained
κ = 0.815, suggesting “almost perfect agreement” (Landis and Koch, 1977). In total, the
ground truth has 1202 annotations covering 1177 phrases (25 phrases have double anno-
tations). A detailed breakdown is provided in the ground truth column of Table 8. Similar
to the qualitative study, we observed no occurrences of result and a very low number of
occurrences of constraint.

To evaluate our extraction rules, we exclude occurrences of constraint and result for
which we do not provide rules, and occurrences of reference, whose detection we leave to
existing solutions. Our evaluation is thus based on 1127 ground-truth annotations.
Case study 2 (CS2). The objective of this case study is to explore the generalizability of our
approach for semantic metatadata extraction in different domains of the legislation, and to
investigate how the rules and markers that we have acquired in the qualitative study and in
the first case study can expand to other legislative domains. To do so, we randomly selected
40 statements from five Luxembourgish legislative codes, including the Code of Commerce,
the Penal Code, the Code for healthcare, the Labor Code and the Code for the Environment,
for a total of 200 statements. Among these codes, each of the first two acts is a single
harmonized legal act, whereas each of the last three is a collection of legislative acts of
various nature (laws, regulations, etc.). These codes possess their own terminology, thus
providing an interesting context in which to investigate how important domain knowledge
is in the automatic extraction of semantic metadata.

Regarding the manual construction of the second ground truth, the 200 statements were
manually annotated by the second author. This is to mitigate the potential bias due to the fact
that the implementation of the tool was performed by the first author. Similarly to the first
case study, the first author independently annotated 10% of the statement to assess reliability.
We obtained κ = 0.813, suggesting “almost perfect agreement” (Landis and Koch, 1977).
In total, the ground truth for this case study has 2132 annotations, covering 1974 phrases
(158 phrases have double annotations). The detailed breakdown is provided in the ground
truth column of Table 9.

Similarly to the first case study, and for the same reason, we do not report on constraint,
result and reference.

7.3 Analysis Procedure

Each phrase-level annotation has two parameters: a type and a span. The former specifies
the legal concept, while the latter specifies where the annotation begins and where it ends in
the statement. We evaluate the results of automated phrase-level metadata extraction using
the following notions:

– A computed annotation is a match if its span has a non-empty intersection with some
ground-truth annotation of the same type.

– A computed annotation is misclassified if it is not a match.
– A ground-truth annotation for which there is no match is considered as missed.
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For sentence-level annotations, only the type parameter is pertinent; the span is implied
since the annotation covers the entire statement. We therefore evaluate the results of auto-
mated sentence-level metadata extraction using the following notions:

– A computed annotation is a match if its type matches that of the ground-truth annotation
for the same statement.

– A computed annotation is misclassified if it is not a match.
– A ground-truth annotation for which there is no match is considered as missed.

Our evaluation results are presented in columns 3 through 10 of Table 8. For each legal
concept (metadata type), we provide the number of matches, the number of misclassified
annotations, the number of missed annotations, and the precision and recall scores. For
completeness, we also provide the F1-score (last column). F1-score is the weighted har-
monic mean of precision and recall, with equal weight for precision and recall. F1-score is a
value between 0 and 1: the closer the value is to 1, the better is the accuracy of the classifier.
In what follows, we discuss our results directly over precision and recall. F1-score is not a
central measure for our discussions. We nonetheless report F1-score, since it is a standard
and familiar measure of accuracy combining precision and recall, and thus may be useful to
the reader.

Each match counts as a true prositive (TP); each misclassified annotation counts as a
false positive (FP), and each missed annotation counts as a false negative (FN). Precision is
computed as |TP|/(|TP|+ |FP|), recall as |TP|/(|TP|+ |FN|), and F1-score as 2∗Precision∗
Recall/(Precision+Recall).

7.4 Results for the First Case Study

We first discuss the results for the classification of phrase-level metadata, except actors. This
is followed by the results for the classification of actors (into sub-types) and statements.
The classification of both actors and statements relies on other phrase-level metadata (see
Sections 5.2 and 5.3). Finally, we perform an error analysis of the misclassifications and the
missed metadata types.
Results for phrase-level metadata. In summary, out of the 1100 computed annotations, 1069
annotations were correct matches and 31 (2,8%) were misclassified. There are 58 ground-
truth annotations (5,1%) that were missed by the extraction rules, due to either misclassi-
fication or the impossibility to classify (i.e., the span of the ground-truth annotation lacks
a computed annotation altogether). The impossibility to classify was mostly due to parser
errors, or to missing Tregex patterns (or markers) that are either too rare or inconclusive,
i.e., they are not unambiguous enough to be used as patterns (or markers) for classification.
We obtain an overall precision of 97,2% and an overall recall of 94,9%.This means that our
approach identifies the types of metadata items with very high accuracy. Analysts can thus
expect to have a correct type assigned automatically in the large majority of cases.
Results for actor classification. The results from the automated classification of actors are
aligned with what we observed during the training of the classifiers and the 10-fold cross
validation. The results are far better than in our initial evaluations based on rules, with in-
creases of ≈ 30% for precision and ≈ 40% for recall when detecting the sub-types of actor.
Still, our error analysis highlights that the large majority of issues are related to ambiguities
between targets and auxiliary parties. Consider for example the following complex state-
ment related to driving a car rented in a foreign country (simplified): “Any vehicle belonging
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Table 8: Statistics for Automated Semantic Metadata Extraction (CS1)

Extracted
 Perfect 
Match

(TP)

 Partial 
Match

(TP)

 Misclassified
(FP)

Missed
(FN)

Precision Recall F1-score

Definition 9 9 9 N/A 0 0 100,0% 100,0% 100,0%
Fact 0 -- -- N/A -- -- N/A N/A N/A
Obligation 94 96 94 N/A 2 0 97,9% 100,0% 98,9%
Penalty 4 4 4 N/A 0 0 100,0% 100,0% 100,0%
Permission 26 26 26 N/A 0 0 100,0% 100,0% 100,0%
Prohibition 17 15 15 N/A 0 2 100,0% 88,2% 93,8%
Subtotal 150 150 148 N/A 2 2 98,7% 98,7% 98,7%

Action 157 157 91 64 2 2 98,7% 98,7% 98,7%
Actor 138 133 110 19 4 9 97,0% 93,5% 95,2%

Agent 21 22 19 N/A 3 2 86,4% 90,5% 88,4%
Aux. Party 73 69 59 N/A 10 14 85,5% 80,8% 83,1%

Target 44 42 36 N/A 6 8 85,7% 81,8% 83,7%
Artifact 252 241 182 56 3 14 98,8% 94,4% 96,6%
Condition 172 179 148 18 13 6 92,7% 96,5% 94,6%
Constraint 3 -- -- -- -- -- N/A N/A N/A
Exception 12 12 9 1 2 2 83,3% 83,3% 83,3%
Location 35 34 27 7 0 1 100,0% 97,1% 98,6%
Modality 80 81 74 4 3 2 96,3% 97,5% 96,9%
Reason 23 22 21 1 0 1 100,0% 95,7% 97,8%
Reference 72 -- -- -- -- -- N/A N/A N/A
Result 0 -- -- -- -- -- N/A N/A N/A
Sanction 29 25 23 2 0 4 100,0% 86,2% 92,6%
Situation 150 140 121 16 3 13 97,9% 91,3% 94,5%
Time 67 63 56 7 0 4 100,0% 94,0% 96,9%
Violation 12 13 11 1 1 0 92,3% 100,0% 96,0%
Subtotal 1202* 1100 873 196 31 58 97,2% 94,9% 96,0%

Legal 
Concept

Ground
Truth

Results of Automatic Metadata Extraction

*We exclude from our evaluation contraints  and references  as noted in the text: we do not have extraction 
rules for constraints ; detecting (cross-)references  is outside the scope of this article.
This leaves us with 1202-75 = 1127 relevant annotations.

Accuracy

to a physical or moral person having their main residence or office located in another Eu-
ropean State [...] and allowed to perform car leasing can, on the basis of the registration
document drawn up by the competent authorities of that State, be put into circulation on the
public roads of Luxembourg by any person having its residence or office in Luxembourg
if this vehicle was made available to this person through a lease [...].” In this statement we
have italicized the different actor annotations, namely: “a physical or moral person”, “the
competent authorities of that State”, “any person”, and “this person”. Here the last annota-
tion (“this person”) refers to the previous one (“any person”), and both should therefore be
classified as target. However, our classifier wrongly considers “any person” to refer to the
first two annotations, which are auxiliary parties, thus generating a wrong classification for
the last two actors.

Disambiguating targets from auxiliary parties in those situations would require a repre-
sentation of domain semantics, e.g., through a taxonomy, which is left for future work and
thus not addressed here.
Results for statement-level metadata. In summary, out of the 150 computed statement-level
annotations, only two are incorrect, implying two annotations being misclassified (FP) and
an equal number of missing (FN) classifications. In both cases, the tool triggered an obliga-
tion whereas a prohibition was the choice of the annotator. This is due to the lack of context:
to capture those annotations it is necessary to take into account the preceding statements,
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which were implicitly taken into account by the annotator, but that the tool is unable to han-
dle. For instance, one of the statements began with “It is the same for ...”. In the absence of
any other cue, the rule triggered the default choice, i.e., obligation. The preceding statement
was instead a prohibition, but the tool lacked this information.
Discussion. To answer RQ1, the results presented above show that our approach is highly
accurate when employed in the same domain as our qualitative study. In fact, across all
the metadata types, we achieved an F1-score of 96%. To determine the root causes for the
automation inaccuracies observed, we analyzed the misclassified and missed annotations.
Of the 31 misclassifications in Table 8, 20 are related to polysemous concept markers. For
example, the term “seizure” is a marker for sanction, since the term may refer to the confis-
cation of a possession. This term may also refer to a medical symptom, in which case it sug-
gests a situation. Both senses of the term are used in the traffic laws. When the term is used in
the latter sense, our rules generate a misclassified annotation. Three misclassifications arise
from complex legalese and are thus unavoidable. The remaining eight misclassifications are
due to constituency parsing errors, discussed later.

Of the 58 missed annotations, 25 are related to double annotations in the ground truth.
In all these cases, our rules identify one of the two ground-truth annotations, but we still
count one FN for each case, since, compared to a human annotator, the rules lack the ability
to take multiple perspectives into account. Among the remaining 33 missed annotations,
26 are due to misclassifications, discussed earlier. Five missed annotations result from a
pair of distinct ground-truth annotations that our rules grouped into a single annotation, that
intersects with both ground-truth annotations. Each of these five cases leads to one match
and one missing annotation. The last two missed annotations are caused by constituency
parsing errors, discussed later.

7.5 Results for the Second Case Study

Similarly to the first case study, our evaluation results for the second case study are presented
in columns 3 through 10 of Table 9 and follow the same presentation order. For the second
case study, the results of the evaluation are analyzed in comparison with the results of the
first case study. By doing so, we attempt to assess how our findings within the legal domain
of our qualitative study – which is the same as that of our first case study – would generalize
to other legal domains. The error analysis for each part is directly discussed, while a broader
discussion is performed at the end of the section.
Results for phrase-level metadata. When tested against the new multi-domain ground truth,
the set of general markers and rules that we have developed maintained good results in
terms of recall but not in terms of precision. In summary, over the 2213 computed annota-
tions, 1823 annotations were correct matches and 390 (17,6%) were misclassified. Our rules
missed 150 ground-truth annotations (7,6%), due to either misclassification or impossibil-
ity to classify (due to parser errors, or to missing Tregex patterns or markers). The overall
precision and recall for phrase-level annotations reach 82,4% and 92,4%, respectively. The
overall recall for this case study (92,4%) is comparable to the first case study (94,9%); nev-
ertheless, we observe a decrease in precision from 97,2% to 82,4%. As the following error
analysis and discussion show, this decrease can be attributed to the increased length of the
statements (see Table 10) and to the domains being different.

With regard to artifact, the lower precision score is related to the absence of markers
for other elements, leading to artifact as a default classification. In fact, since the domains
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Table 9: Statistics for Automated Semantic Metadata Extraction (CS2)

Extracted
 Perfect 
Match
(TP)

 Partial 
Match
(TP)

 
Misclassified

(FP)

Missed
(FN) Precision Recall F1-score

Definition 13 11 9 N/A 2 4 81,8% 69,2% 75,0%
Fact 2 -- -- N/A -- 2 N/A N/A N/A
Obligation 114 122 107 N/A 15 7 87,7% 93,9% 90,7%
Penalty 30 29 27 N/A 2 3 93,1% 90,0% 91,5%
Permission 33 28 28 N/A 0 5 100,0% 84,8% 91,8%
Prohibition 8 10 7 N/A 3 1 70,0% 87,5% 77,8%
Subtotal 200 200 178 N/A 22 22 89,0% 89,0% 89,0%

Action 165 169 3 148 18 14 89,3% 91,5% 90,4%
Actor 526 521 169 328 24 29 95,4% 94,5% 94,9%

Agent 114 111 99 N/A 12 15 89,2% 86,8% 88,0%
Aux. Party 239 251 210 N/A 41 29 83,7% 87,9% 85,7%

Target 173 159 135 N/A 24 38 84,9% 78,0% 81,3%
Artifact 319 321 89 204 168 26 91,3% 91,8% 91,6%
Condition 301 321 88 164 69 49 78,5% 83,7% 81,0%
Constraint 55 -- -- -- -- -- N/A N/A N/A
Exception 14 12 8 3 1 3 91,7% 78,6% 84,6%
Location 87 99 17 65 17 5 82,8% 94,3% 88,2%
Modality 72 102 61 10 31 1 69,6% 98,6% 81,6%
Reason 18 27 11 3 13 4 51,9% 77,8% 62,2%
Reference 97 -- -- -- -- -- N/A N/A N/A
Result 7 -- -- -- -- -- N/A N/A N/A
Sanction 57 58 16 40 2 1 96,6% 98,2% 97,4%
Situation 249 272 129 117 26 3 90,4% 98,8% 94,4%
Time 132 145 36 92 17 4 88,3% 97,0% 92,4%
Violation 33 26 7 15 4 11 84,6% 66,7% 74,6%
Subtotal 2132* 2073 634 1189 390 150 82,4% 92,4% 87,1%

Legal 
Concept

Ground
Truth

Results of Automatic Metadata Extraction

*We exclude from our evaluation contraints, references and results as noted in the text: we do not 
have extraction rules for constraints and results; detecting (cross-)references is outside the scope of 
this article.

Accuracy

are different from that of our qualitative study, we expected that our list of general markers
would not be able to cover all the new terms.

With regard to condition, most of the misclassifications are related to our inability to
extract constraints, which led to considering them as conditions instead. These new occur-
rences of constraint can however be the basis for the elaboration of appropriate extraction
rules for this concept. The missed annotations of condition are related to cues that cannot be
considered as specific markers as-is, as they need to be associated with a deeper NL analysis
of the statement. For instance, phrases such as “by (him)”, “within”, “(member) of”, “under
(the name)” can hardly be considered as viable cues for condition on their own, since they
can also be used in other contexts.

With regard to exception, the number of occurrences is low. From the initial observa-
tions, it emerged that their classification mostly depends on the context of the preceding
statements. Because our approach treats each statement in isolation, it is unable to correctly
identify such annotations.
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With regard to location, issues are related to the ambiguity between the location and the
authority (actor) who has its premises in that location, since both are referenced using the
same term (e.g., a court of justice, school, or third party country).

The issues for modality are related to the improper handling of modal verbs which are
not the main verb of the statement. These modal verbs in fact should not be classified as
modality since they have no effect on the classification of the statement that contains them.
For instance, in the statement “the officer notifies the person that she can ...”, the permission
modality “can” does not affect the main verb (“notify”), which instead bears an implicit
obligation. Our markers and rules however do not take this into account, leading to mistakes
at the statement level.

Concerning reason, we only have few occurrences, and a deeper analysis of the structure
and the content of the statement is thus required in the future.

With regard to violation, we had few observations in the traffic laws, and could there-
fore only extract a limited set of markers for this metadata type. In addition, many violations
are vague and implicit, and are understood as such only because of the context of the state-
ment. For instance, “entering a (restricted) area” (implicitly, without authorization) does not
provide sufficient cues about a possible violation.

Results for actor classification. The results for the automated classification of actors in the
second case study are consistent with the results in the first case study, although we do
observe a slight decrease (2%) in recall. Regarding the classification of actors as agents,
targets, and auxiliary parties, we note that the evaluation takes into account the actors that
we failed to classify as such in the first extraction phase. They are therefore counted as false
negatives. Regarding the classification of actors, results for target and auxiliary party have
improved though those for agent have worsened.

Results for statement-level metadata. We do not tackle the fact type in our statement-level
metadata; as noted in Section 5.2, we do not have rules for classifying statements of this
type. Our main observation in relation to the remaining statement-level metadata types is
that our rules did not maintain precision and recall as high as in the first case study, with both
scores decreasing from 98,7% to 89%. When analyzing false positives and false negatives,
the following explanations emerge. With regard to definitions, we only had few cues from
the initial qualitative study and the first case study. We encountered more definitions in
the second case study, which gave us access to more markers, and this circumstance may
improve the results in future iterations. Nevertheless, it often happens that a sentence does
not contain unambiguous cues that can lead to its classification as a definition, whereas a
human can still interpret it as such. An example is the verb “to be”, which is used to express
classification (and therefore definition) in sentences such as “Traders are those who buy and
sell goods, currency, or shares”. In these cases, the classifier fails to identify the statement as
a definition, but in the presence of more unambiguous verbs such as “consider”, which is a
viable definition marker (“Traders are considered as those who buy and sell goods, currency,
or shares”), it would have succeeded.

Similarly to the first case study, the classification of prohibition was affected by implicit
information from a previous statement, which our rules do not account for. With regard to
permission, the results are affected by a missing marker (“is likely to”), which denotes the
possibility of a future action to be performed, as well as by the issue for modality when
in presence of modal verbs that are not the main verb of the statement (as noted above).
Obviously, penalty statements are affected by the ability to detect violation and sanction an-
notations. Finally, the precision for obligation has decreased, which is a direct consequence
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Table 10: Average Statement Length in CS1 and CS2

Average Statements 
Length (#Words)

Standard deviation 
(#Words)

Traffic Code 35.3 21.2
Code of Commerce 56.4 32.3
Environmental Code 66.0 42.3
Penal Code 69.9 35.4
Health Code 49.0 34.3
Labour Code 58.0 38.5

of the previous misclassifications, since obligation is a default classification in our approach
(see Section 5.2).
Discussion. For the second case study, across all the metadata types, we achieved an F1-
score of 87%. Compared to the first case study, the main reason for the drop in precision is
related to the length of the statements. Table 10 shows the average length in words of the
statements for our case studies and the standard deviations. We observe a significant length
increase in the second case study, where statements tend to be longer, more nuanced and
more complex than in the first case study. Here, longer statements are related to the intro-
duction of long cross-references but also due to the presence of conditions and constraints
that apply to specific elements in the statements. These additions also tend to break the flow
of the statement.

As indicated previously, constituency and dependency parsers are more prone to errors
when the length of the sentence increases. Beyond ≈ 30-35 words, parsers’ accuracy starts
to decrease rapidly (McDonald and Nivre, 2007; Kummerfeld et al., 2012). In the first case
study, the average length of statements is already reaching the upper limit. In the second case
study, the average length is significantly above this limit and therefore parsers’ accuracy is
likely to drop. This is due to the nature of the training data over which existing parsers
have been trained. The training data is traditionally extracted from newspaper articles, with
relatively short or medium-sized sentences written in a style that is not as formal as in legal
texts. Accurate parsing of complex and lengthy legal statements would require dependency
and constituency parsers to be trained specifically over legal texts. Labeling a sufficiently
large corpus of legal texts for training parsers would necessitate a substantial amount of
manual effort and is beyond the scope of this article.

Problems in detecting the markers in the right parse trees may negatively influence the
quality of the annotations in the vicinity of the missed marker. This is due to the combination
of the second extraction rule for artifact in Table 4 and the first two heuristics presented in
Section 6. The extraction rule automatically classifies a phrase-level concept as artifact by
default, i.e., if no other classification rule can be applied. The two heuristics prevent the
addition of annotations within a span that is already annotated as either actor or artifact, in
order to limit the over-generation of annotations. As a consequence, if a marker is missed in
the parse tree, the concept will be misclassified as an artifact and any other annotation that is
contained within (or overlaps with) the misclassified annotation will be discarded altogether.

Furthermore, nuanced and complex statements are likely to present partial semantics and
implicit information, especially when they are the continuation of previous statements from
which they borrow part of the context. An example is the statement “The request must be
sent to the competent tribunal”. In this sentence, we lack the identity of the agent, the type of
the request, and the conditions under which such a prescription applies. All this information
is located in the same legal text, but in a previous statement. While a human analyst is able
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to locate such information, our approach is unable to do so because it treats each statement
in isolation. Addressing this issue would enable a better detection of metadata when facing
incomplete information, and will be part of our future work.

Regarding the influence of domain knowledge and the accuracy of our rules, since we
did not perform any qualitative analysis over the new domains in the second case study, our
rules and markers are based only on our initial observations from the traffic laws, and on the
general knowledge that we have extracted from Wiktionary and other synonyms dictionaries
(see Section 5.1). To answer RQ2, the results of the second case study did not prompt the
need for modifying or adding new rules (except for constraint), and only prompted a limited
need for updating the markers for some concepts.

As a final remark, in the absence of explicit markers, classifiers are unable to automat-
ically process legal concepts and legal statements if relying only on the linguistic charac-
teristics of sentences. This is particularly the case for ambiguous or polysemous words, and
for statements such as definitions and violations, when cues may be too generic for use as
reliable markers (e.g., “to be” for definition) or when a simple situation (e.g., entering a lo-
cation) has to be interpreted as a violation because of implicit contextual information (e.g.,
entering a location without authorization). For ambiguous or polysemous terms, a special-
ized domain glossary would be needed. For general or incomplete cues, classification would
require a deeper representation of the relationships between the phrase-level metadata, in
order to fine-tune the extraction rules for these metadata. This is left for future work.
Usability of the framework. The main focus of our collaboration with SCL is to provide the
necessary toolset and methodology to improve the internal workflows of the Luxembourg
public administration. In any regulated development environment, a team of legal practition-
ers and IT specialists will collaborate to ensure that (government) IT applications cover all
aspects of the regulations. Our approach is not meant to replace this interdisciplinary collab-
oration but rather to assist these lengthy and complicated workflows by providing the bits
and pieces of information to practitioners when they need them, thus enabling a faster and
more systematic process. The rest of this section explains the usability of our framework for
legal requirements elicitation.

As already noted in Section 1, legal statements entail legal requirements for many IT sys-
tems. For example, the first statement in Fig. 1 is a source of requirements for the IT systems
of municipal authorities, the second statement is a source of requirements for the IT systems
of vehicle inspectors, and the third statement is a source of requirements for the IT systems
managing courts. In this scenario, our framework for legal metadata extraction can help IT
departments perform requirements elicitation, not by directly providing legal requirements
but rather by providing metadata that can be used within a semi-automated process of le-
gal requirements elicitation. In other words, our framework therefore supports automated
semantic legal metadata extraction that supports semi-automated, legal requirements elici-
tation. IT departments can use the output of our framework to verify the completeness of
the requirements documentation and to discover additional requirements. For example, an
analysis of the third statement in Fig. 1 enables the discovery that “prohibition of driving”
is a sanction that must be present in the IT system of the court as a possible consequence
of “contraventions of the traffic regulations on any public road”. The main advantage over
manual requirements elicitation is that the metadata provided by our framework includes
implicit knowledge (e.g., the fact that the contravention takes place on a public road) that
might be difficult and time-consuming to identify without automated assistance.

Another use case of our framework, within the banking sector, is when banks have to
comply with technical regulations. For example, in Luxembourg such regulations are pro-
duced by CSSF, the national Luxembourg commission surveying the banking and financial
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sector. These technical regulations specify the application parameters of the provisions con-
tained in the legislative texts. Our framework enables the banks and financial institutions
that are subject to such regulations to have a head start in eliciting their legal requirements
from the main legislative act, even before the publication of technical regulations. Further-
more, once this technical regulation is published, our approach (if applied to these different
legal documents) would enable the alignment of the requirements elicited from the main
legislative act to those introduced by the technical regulation.

8 Threats to Validity

The most pertinent threats to the internal and external validity of our work are discussed
below.
Internal validity. A potential threat to internal validity is related to the interpretation of
the existing legal metadata types performed by the authors. In order to mitigate the threat
posed by subjective interpretation, we tabulated all the concepts identified in the literature
and established a mapping between them. By doing so, we helped ensure that no concepts
were overlooked, and that the correspondences identified between the metadata types were
rooted in the existing definitions. While we cannot rule out subjectivity, we provide our
interpretation in a precise and explicit form in Section 3. This is thus open to scrutiny.

Another potential internal validity threat is that the coding in both the qualitative study
of Section 5 and the case studies of Section 7 was done by the authors. Since traffic laws
are intuitive and one of the authors (i.e., the last author) is a legal expert, we found the risk
of misinterpretation during coding to be low. Furthermore, to prevent bias in the coding
process, we took several mitigating actions: (1) we carefully discussed the difficult cases
encountered during coding; (2) we completed the coding component of our qualitative study
before defining any extraction rules; (3) we did not apply our implementation to the legal
statements in the ground truth until the coding was completed, in order to minimize the
influence of the extraction rules on the construction of the ground truth in the first case
study; (4) we assessed the reliability of the coding results by measuring interrater agreement
over 10% of the coded statements. With regard to the second case study, the ground truth
was built by the second author in order to limit the influence of the implementation. Again,
we evaluated the coding work by having another annotator (the first author) code a sample
(10%) of the statements, and measuring inter-annotator agreement.
Data quality and Sufficiency for the ML technique Another threat to the validity of the
results of the ML technique used in our work is the quality and sufficiency of the data used
as training data for the Random Forest algorithm to predict the category of actors. Although
1000 actor instances may seem insufficient for an ML technique, we used Random Forest to
classify an actor into three different classifications. We incrementally increased the number
of actor instances used to train the ML technique until we reached saturation in terms of
standard accuracy metrics. In order to guarantee the quality of the data, we also ensured
that the training set for actors had all the desirable characteristics for a training dataset, i.e.,
accuracy, validity, relevance, and completeness. In particular, we guaranteed completeness
by manually verifying that all actors were extracted. We note that we did not feed non-
actor entities to the ML technique as negative examples because the classes of actors are
already skewed, and adding more non-actor samples would become problematic, as the ML
technique would suffer from an imbalanced training set.
External validity. The nuanced nature of legal texts often requires research on legal re-
quirements to be based upon qualitative results obtained in specific contexts. However, a
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qualitative study with a scope as limited as ours makes it difficult to address external valid-
ity with sufficient rigor. Although we have extended our case studies to new domains with
promising results, this extension also showed a difference in the results, which is related to
the complexity of the statements. Therefore, further studies that still cover a variety of legal
domains and in larger settings remain essential for ascertaining the general applicability of
our results.

With this said, the following observations provide a degree of support for the external
validity of our qualitative study: First, the rules of Table 4 are, in general, simple; there
is no particular reason to suspect that these rules may be domain-specific. This helps mit-
igate the risk of overfitting the rules to our study context. The second case study did not
prompt the need for modifying the rules that we already had, and enabled us to add rules
and markers for constraint, for which we did not have any. This improves our confidence
in the meaningfulness of our results across different domains. Second, as we argued while
discussing the concept markers of Table 5, most of the marker sets are either systematically
extractable from existing lexicons, or expected to saturate quickly due to the limited set of
possible linguistic variations. As shown in the second case study, our markers generalized
well to other legal domains. However, the study also prompted the need for a more nuanced
set of markers, able to handle polysemous and vague terms that can pose a challenge in the
interpretation of a statement. We note that the markers are necessarily language-dependent
and do not carry over from one language to another.

9 Conclusion

Automatic extraction of metadata about the semantics of legal statements is an important
enabler for legal requirements analysis. In this article, we first described an attempt at rec-
onciling the different types of semantic legal metadata proposed in the RE literature. We then
derived, through a qualitative study of traffic laws, extraction rules for the reconciled meta-
data types. Our extraction rules are based on natural language processing, more precisely
on constituency and dependency parsing, and are complemented with machine learning for
distinguishing subtypes of the metadata type actor. We evaluated our extraction rules via
two case studies, covering 150 statements from the traffic laws and 200 statements from five
different legislative domains (commerce, environment, health, labour, and penal codes). The
results are promising: we obtained a precision of 97,2% and 82,4% and a recall of 94,9% and
92,4% for the first and second case studies respectively. The loss of precision in the second
case study is mainly related to the increased length of the statements, which challenges the
ability of existing NLP parsers to perform accurately. Still, our results give us confidence in
the ability of our rules and markers to achieve good accuracy across different domains.

In the future, we plan to perform a deeper analysis of our produced metadata. Currently,
apart from some prioritization in the classification, each metadata is extracted independently
of other adjacent metadata. It would be interesting to see if the analysis of the relationships
between metadata types can help achieve a more accurate interpretation of the phrases, re-
sulting in better metadata. Another direction is to analyze the usefulness and relevance of
these semantic legal metadata in a practical use case, such as a query system to answer the
questions that a requirements analyst could ask when elaborating legal requirements. We
have already started investigating this direction in (Sleimi et al., 2019), but further work re-
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mains, e.g., semantic integration with cross-reference resolution (Sannier et al., 2017), and
identifying the true subject of a given legal statement.
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A Appendix: List of modal verbs expressing obligation, permission and prohibition

– sont soumis
– seront soumis
– sera soumis
– est soumis
– est soumise
– sont soumises
– il doit
– elle doit
– ils doivent
– elles doivent
– il devra

– elle devra
– ils devront
– elles devront
– il oblige
– elle oblige
– ils obligent
– elles obligent
– il obligera
– elle obligera
– ils obligeront
– elles obligeront
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– obligent
– soumis
– soumise
– doit
– devra
– doivent
– devront
– obligation
– oblig
– devoir
– est tenue
– est tenu
– il est oblig
– elle est oblige
– est oblige
– oblig
– il est ncessaire
– ncessaire
– toujours
– exigence
– astreint
– astreinte
– astreint
– vassur
– assure
– oblige
– requis
– requise
– Permission
– susceptible
– droit
– facultative
– ont
– elles peuvent
– ils pourront
– il peut
– elle peut
– pourront
– permission
– peut
– vpeuvent
– pouvoir
– pourront

– pourra
– pouvant
– permis
– permise
– est facultative
– autorise
– autoris
– autorise
– puisse
– autorisation
– possible
– ont droit
– a droit
– aura droit
– sont en droit
– est en droit
– sera en droit
– seront en droit
– sont susceptibles
– est susceptible
– sera susceptible
– seront susceptibles
– Prohibition
– interdit
– ne doit
– n’ est pas en droit
– est interdite
– il est interdit
– est interdit
– ne peut
– ne pourra
– ne peuvent
– ne sont pas autoris
– est prohib
– est prohibe
– prohib
– interdiction
– est illgal
– est rprouv
– est rprouve
– proscrit
– proscrite
– est illicite

B Appendix: Results of ML experimentation for actor classification

The Auto-WEKA experiment for the actor dataset was run for different ML techniques and utilized hyper-
parameter optimization. In other words, all hyper-parameters were automatically optimized for all ML tech-
niques following the same automated procedure and therefore all classifiers were compared in a fair manner.
The four top configurations are listed below:

1. RandomForest -bagSizePercent 100 -numIterations 73 -numExecutionSlots 1 -numFeatures 0 -minimumVarianceForSplit
0.001 -seed 73

2. NaiveBayes -batch-size 10
3. LibSVM -typeOfSVM C-SVC -kernelFunction radial basis function -degreeForKernelFunction 3 -GammaForKernelFunction

0.0 -coefficientInKernelFunction 0.0 -parameterNuOf nu-SVC 0.5 -CacheMemory 40.0 -ParameterCOfnu-
SVC 1.0 -toleranceOfTerminationCriterion 0.001 -epsilonInLossFunction 0.1 -seed 73

4. Decision Tree J48 -confidenceFactor 0.15 -minimumInstance 2
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We present the accuracy results of each of these configurations of ML techniques for the actor classification
task in Table 11.

Actor Classification RandomForest NaiveBayes SVM DecisionTree
agent 90.28%  77.00% 82.58% 89.52%
target 79.02% 67.89% 65.98% 65.98%
auxiliaryparty 78.36% 74.28% 72.65% 71.29%

ML techniques 

Table 11: Results for ML-based actor classification

The Weka documentation (Frank et al., 2016) defines the hyper-parameters for the above algorithms as
follows:

1. seed – The random number seed to be used.
2. bagSizePercent – Size of each bag, as a percentage of the training set size.
3. numIterations – The number of iterations to be performed.
4. numExecutionSlots – The number of execution slots (threads) to use for constructing the ensemble.
5. numFeatures – Sets the number of randomly chosen attributes. If 0, int(log 2(numbor of predictors) + 1)

is used.
6. minimumVarianceForSplit – the minimum numeric class variance proportion of train variance for split
7. batchSize – The preferred number of instances to process if batch prediction is being performed. More

or fewer instances may be provided, but this gives implementations a chance to specify a preferred batch
size.

8. confidenceFactor – the confidence factor used for pruning (smaller values incur more pruning)
9. minimumInstance – the minimum number of instances per leaf

10. typeOfSVM – the type of SVM to use
11. kernelFunction – the type of kernel to use
12. degreeForKernelFunction – The degree of the kernel
13. GammaForKernelFunction – The gamma to use for the kernel function
14. coefficientInKernelFunction – The coefficient to use for the kernel function
15. parameterNuOf nu-SVC – The value of nu coefficient for nu-SVC
16. CacheMemory – the cache size in MB
17. ParameterCOfnu-SVC – the parameter in the coefficient nu
18. toleranceOfTerminationCriterion – the tolerance of termination criterion
19. epsilonInLossFunction – The epsilon for the loss function in C-SVC


